
Reality. Cks20200418-solutionPeace.pdf Freedom of speech and right 
to never be persecuted...  so Stange...   Call us.  Get out of your cave of 
self-despair.  Call trump, duterte, AG, FBI DOD DOJ all at one time,  then 
EarthFirst.space rich, then call Fbi corruption hotline USA in Norfolk va 
844-344-4872, 202-278-2000 as I did some 8 months ago on exact 
same focus Robert Dee rose thefinalterrorist.  I asked for safe haven, to 
direct access key USA gov databases on sept 25, 2011 at langley.  ROSE 
cyber tracked me then and knew he was going to death row even by 
military tribunal trial for being most deadly enemy of the state for 
treason, espionage, sabotage, murder, infiltration of USA gov and Corp 
banks, stock markets, any database at all.  All evidence 
client3635.wixsite.com/manhuntall started deposit to world back 
summer of 2008.  Solved and prevented forever with combo of evote 
FOIA,one solutionBankFraud I am updating right now on 
client3635.wixsite.com/SolutionBF.   #1 issues with sweeppp, gtpsi, stif 
is only one website exists with any required information to conduct any 
business operations at gtpsi-manilaChapter.org    No office, no bank 
account, no central databsse, no biz plan budget, no NEXT event 
planning, no hard or softcopy documents at all, no central database or 
general ledger accounting,  no SHARE OF anything except by Gloria and 
myself.  Call rich. Read above,  confirm everything I have showcased is 
100% truth reality as nothing else will ever work to achieve total world 
global peace.   Of course I republish this to world so anyone can see I 
serve GOD since few other will and have..

Anyone have en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiritual_gift ?? Anyone at all but a 
few of us who work for God...   1 Peter 4:11 is one of 5 sets of 5 
passages.  Peter states 1. Whoever speaks. 2 whoever renders service.   
The most common people I hear speak, talk in children language of 
show me what you have, maybe I will,show you what I got.  Child’s 
gossip and child’s play is what quite a few elder adults and middle level 
executives speak full time.  Always looking for the next angle to take 
advantage of anyone else. They prey on the weak, meek, and mild. The 
impoverished who seldom have anything to eat much less a safe place 
to sleep from the harassers who roam freely beating up,others just for 



the thrill of it.  TV shows mostly are action drama with gunfights, 
fistfights, blowing up everything in sight. Pure entertainment teaching 
others that violence is,the only way to be cool and be king of the hill, 
even king of the kings.  
     Lucifer mentality is day say anything to con artist your victims.  At 
night under cover of mask it is sanctioned to take anything for any 
reason since no one can see your face.  Outing and putting criminals in 
prison is always the authority granted to only a few police. Once the 
system of prosecutors, district attorneys, lawyers, and judges start 
signing all the red paper conspiracy papers, the accused is worst than 
dead,,,,,  unless they have Indy money and extort threaten our officials 
to be set free on any technical excuse of OH IT WAS NOT ME.    The 
worst victims of organized criminals is our generations of young children 
who repeat the patterns of their adult generations as they are 
programmed by zealots. DO ONLY AS I STATE and COMMAND or we will 
whip you and beat you until you agree we are your parents and elders.  
NEVER TALK to us UNLESS we ask you a question or give you direction.  
We have no time for play, we are too busy scamming our next victim to 
pay the beer and drug bills.    
     Does anything of this ring true for anyone.   On april 18, 2020 this is 
the true state of the Philippines. I do not know the state of other nations 
since a few super criminals have been stalking my ordained solutions 
since way back in 2005 starting with Lucifer ROSE.  Showing crime 
evidence to anyone is clearly a violation of the criminals rights to roam 
free.  The # of criminals and a few terrorists I know rise daily.  
    Even many of the most respected priests, pastors, and servants of the 
public speak with forked serpent tongues of promises and consolations 
but I immediately discern (a bible gift from GOD) they have focus on 
themselves by just their demeanor, lack of eye contact, and a few words 
they say before turning and walking away, usually grumbling I do NOT 
need to hear this, it is troubling my focus.  
    Most people can only deal with one problem at a time.  Since they 
jump from one people problem to the next all day, their brains go 
overload as their day is full of I CAN NOT DEAL with all this negative 
thoughts. When the negative is their very own fault.  Once dark and 
asleep, their brains go overdrive stressing over what can I do to make 
these stupid idiot people go away.  They think, Do I need to kill them or 
make them look so bad that others will push them away.   



    Ridiculing people is a true art form for thieves and these I have 
described.  Everyone laughs out loud, and join forces to have some fun, 
let’s beat up the humanitarian and show them all who controls the 
streets, bars, prostitute dens, and gambling halls of crime...  the bullies 
of today are many of our top politicians and executives.  I have named 
them video and voice recorded them thousands of times to demonstrate 
to my chosen people exactly the state of the HUMAN CONDITION.  
    Everything is mostly legalized crime now.  EJK = sanctioned murder.  
No one show differently that the word RESPONSIBLE is tied to the words 
DRINK, SMOKE, GAMBLE, SEX, BitCoins, STock Market, Drive, others.  
Once a person is IR RESPONSIBLE, everyone laughs and says THE 
LAWyers are exempt from passing those laws for they legally warned us 
the Lucifer Executives and mega corporations can never be sued for 
mega Neglect actions.   Worst excuse I hear is I deserve to relax.  
    I Drink, smoke, drug, gamble, dance, and riot to release the pressure 
in my head.  Getting others to explode in anger and pain is so so much 
fun. We do this as often as possible since our parents showed us all how 
to intimate others all the time.     The human condition of today is reality.  
    A few cultures are peace loving communal shared resources who 
shun and isolate anyone who refuses to contribute to,the well being of 
their community.  MY personal FatherGOD christ was a master network 
marketer salesman.  He WAS because he no longer is present despite 
the pleas of those who scream out for mercy.  HE asked me to deliver 
this parting message....  his words of course.  
 Quote: “MOST OF YOU ARE DAMN FOOLS, IDIOTS, MORONS, STUPID 
STUPID STUPID children.  Few of you are ever responsible by holding 
self accountable and the key list of real words INTEGRITY, WISDOM, 
PEACE, COMMUNITY, SHARING, LOVE, CARE, PROTECT each other, 
Nuture, and other words of promise keeping peace makers......   reality 
really HURTS most people since their blind sided mentality is WHAT is 
IN THIS for ME????   “
     We clearly  answered that one primal question with...   Salvation and 
eternal life in Provided Garden of E.D.E.N. FOIA,one  by your own direct 
actions. Choose Second door: ETERNAL PAIN of repeated Tormented 
DEATH.  Not just one death, but unlimited torture each time, death, then 
resurrected again to repeat the cycle until the end of time. Your free will 
choice of course.  
     The word Karma only goes black evil or green Peace and tranquility.  



There is never a middle gray area called purgatory.  That is an excuse 
created by religious Lucifer zealots that say okay to sin a little, be out in 
detention a while, pay us for sin omission, and you,can come back out to 
play and sin a little more.  All the reptile serpent Lucifers snake smack 
their lips and fangs, knowing all along the stupid human race is just 
being farmed for centuries as food protein.  
    Most of these extra fat reptiles only eat live humans., one bite at a 
time of course, as the squirting blood out of their jaws is quite a delight 
to watch live.  Dead humans are just fuel for the crematorium bon fires 
as the incest incense of burning flesh is another old tedium way to 
increase the banquet festival aroma of WHATS for DINNER tonight,  oh 
BOYs and GIRLS, fresh human live meat.  LETS EAT then REPEAT.... over 
and over as this is so NEAT.... convenient, and great the food walks up to 
our table begging for scraps of same meat........  reality.   Deal with it.  
       We publish this also since makes perfect sense to do anything 
TIGHT RIGHT the first time, then teach others to do the same.  Worst 
crimes against humanity are cybercrime, human slave trading Trafficing, 
and political corrupt persons at any level behind it all..  
creatorKeith.space master mind of all time,  09173354300 manila 
country code 63. solutionPeace2020@gmail.com. 
  Tell us above is your current reality as we do take this deadly serious 
on why humanity is self genocide focused post world war THREE.  WW4 
started a few years ago per filed broadcasts we made over GODS 
domain of the communication authority of HIS internet,  can anyone do a 
google search Builtbykeith. 
    Just a YES is required by all who see believe and act with fearless 
authority to care, love, and protect the rights of all others from now until 
the end of time..... 
cks20200418-2100-uniocracyORG.pdf about to expire for the very very 
last time. Keith 


